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3PECIAL PLACES FOR SPECIAL AXES %ARLY "RONZE !GE METALWORK FROM 3COTLAND
#HAPTER 
3PECIAL PLACES FOR SPECIAL AXES %ARLY "RONZE !GE METALWORK
FROM 3COTLAND IN ITS LANDSCAPE SETTING
42%6/2 #/7)%
/UR UNDERSTANDING OF  THE %ARLY "RONZE !GE  IN 3COTLAND 
IS STILL VERY LARGELY SHAPED BY THE FUNERARY RECORD AND BY 
CHANCE  DISCOVERIES  OF  ARTEFACTS  PARTICULARLY  THE  lNDS  OF 
METALWORK ACCUMULATED OVER MORE THAN TWO CENTURIES OF 
COLLECTING ACTIVITY 7HILE THE NAME *OHN #OLES HAS BECOME 
VIRTUALLY  SYNONYMOUS WITH  THE  STUDY OF  3COTTISH "RONZE
!GE METALWORK IT IS APPROPRIATE HERE TO RECALL THE SOME
WHAT  EARLIER  GROUNDBREAKING  WORK  OF  3TUART  0IGGOTT 
TOGETHER  WITH  -ARGARET  3TEWART  IN  DRAWING  TOGETHER  A 
NUMBER  OF  THE  MOST  IMPORTANT  ASSOCIATED  lNDS  FROM 
3COTLAND AS A FASCICULE IN THE SERIES )NVENTARIA !RCHAEOLOGICA 
PUBLISHED IN  0IGGOTT  3TEWART 	
-UCH  OF  THE  WORK  AT  THAT  TIME  WAS  CONCERNED  WITH 
RECORDING  OF  THE  DATA  AND  WITH  ESTABLISHING  THE  BASIC 
TIMETABLES OF  THE "RONZE !GE (OWEVER  IN HIS  SURVEY OF 
%ARLY "RONZE !GE METALWORK *OHN #OLES 	 DID PAUSE 
TO LOOK BRIEmY AT ASPECTS OF THE CONDITION AND CONTEXT OF 
DEPOSITION OF THE ARTEFACTS A THEME THAT WAS LATER FOLLOWED 
UP BY 3TUART .EEDHAM IN AN  INmUENTIAL PAPER 	  IN 
WHICH HE EXAMINED THE EVIDENCE FOR SELECTIVE DEPOSITION 
POINTING  UP  ESPECIALLY  THE  MARKED  CONTRASTS  BETWEEN 
THE METALWORK FOUND IN GRAVES AND IN HOARDS 4HIS BRIEF 
PAPER  SIMPLY  REVIEWS  SOME  OF  THE  WAYS  IN  WHICH  THIS 
ENGAGEMENT  WITH  THE MATERIAL  CAN  BE  DEVELOPED  IN  THE 
LIGHT  OF  NONFUNERARY  lNDS  OF  BRONZE  METALWORK  FROM 
3COTLAND BROADLY SPEAKING DURING THE PERIOD FROM C  
TO  CAL "#
&INDS FROM 3COTLAND PROVIDE SOME OF THE MOST TELLING 
EVIDENCE IN SUPPORT OF THE IDEA THAT THE AXE ENJOYED A KEY 
SYMBOLIC  ROLE  IN  THE %ARLY "RONZE !GE  AND  THAT  AT  LEAST 
SOME  AXES  WERE  TAKEN  OUT  OF  CIRCULATION  AND  PLACED  IN 
THE  GROUND  AS  SPECIAL  DEPOSITS  PROBABLY  IN  PLACES  THAT 
WERE INVESTED WITH SPECIAL SIGNIlCANCE 4HE QUALIlCATION 
IS  NECESSARY  FOR  IT  HAS  TO  BE  STRESSED  THAT  A  SIGNIlCANT 
PROPORTION  OF  THE  %ARLY  "RONZE  !GE  METALWORK  THAT 
SURVIVES  FOR US  TO STUDY HAS DONE SO PRECISELY BECAUSE  IT 
WAS DELIBERATELY TAKEN OUT OF CIRCULATION !N UNKNOWABLE 
AMOUNT  WOULD  HAVE  BEEN  RECYCLED  AND  WOULD  HAVE  RE
ENTERED THE METAL SUPPLY SYSTEM
4HREE SEPARATE lNDS MADE WITHIN THE LAST TWO DECADES 
CAN  BE  USED  AS  THE  BASIS  FOR  EXPLORING  SOME  OF  THE 
POSSIBILITIES  THAT  LIE  BEHIND  THESE  METALWORK  DEPOSITS 
4HE lRST IS A lND OF A SINGLE AXE FROM #ARNETHY (ILL PART 
OF  THE  0ENTLAND  (ILLS  WHICH  STRETCH  SOUTHWARDS  FROM 
%DINBURGH ILLUS   	 4HE DISCOVERY WAS MADE BY 
A LOCAL METAL DETECTOR USER WHO WAS JUST OUT FOR A CASUAL 
WALK  RATHER  THAN  A  DELIBERATE  PROSPECTING  FORAY  !S  HE 
WAS MAKING HIS WAY ALONG THE LINE OF A TRACK LEADING UP A 
SHOULDER OF THE HILL HIS DETECTOR REGISTERED A NONFERROUS 
SIGNAL )NVESTIGATING FURTHER HE UNEARTHED A lNE DECORATED 
BRONZE AXE /#ONNOR  #OWIE  n ILLUS 	
!T M #ARNETHY  IS  THE HIGHEST HILL  IN  THE 0ENTLAND 
RANGE  OF  HILLS  AND  IS  ITSELF  TOPPED  BY  A  LARGE  BURIAL
CAIRN ALSO PRESUMABLY OF BROADLY %ARLY "RONZE !GE DATE 
4HE  lNDSPOT  LAY  AT  AN  APPROXIMATE  HEIGHT  OF  NEARLY 
M  ABOVE  SEA  LEVEL  JUST  ABOVE  A  DISTINCTIVE  SADDLE 
BETWEEN  #ARNETHY  (ILL  AND  ITS  NEIGHBOUR  TO  THE  NORTH 
5NFORTUNATELY THE TRACK WHERE THE AXE WAS FOUND FOLLOWS 
THE SPINE OF THE RANGE OF HILLS AND IS A POPULAR ROUTE WITH 
HILLWALKERS !S A RESULT THE PATH IS PRONE TO EROSION AND 
IT  IS  LIKELY THAT THE AXE LAY JUST BELOW THE GROUND SURFACE 
AT  A  POINT WHERE  THE  THIN  TURF  AND  PEATY  SOIL  COVER  HAD 
PROBABLY BEEN DISTURBED BY FOOTTRAFlC 7HILE THE GENERAL 
LOCATION COULD BE ASSESSED THE EXTENT OF THE DISTURBANCE 
MEANT THAT THE PRECISE lNDSPOT COULD NOT BE RETRACED AND 
NO FURTHER INVESTIGATION WAS POSSIBLE
4HE SECOND NOTABLE lND IS A HOARD OF THREE AXES FOUND 
RIGHT IN THE HEART OF %DINBURGH )N  THREE BRONZE AXES 
WERE UNEARTHED BY A METAL DETECTORIST OPERATING ILLEGALLY 
ON $UNSAPIE  #RAG  /#ONNOR    #OWIE    n	 
$UNSAPIE  FORMS  PART  OF  THE  SUITE  OF  GEOLOGICAL  FEATURES 
ASSOCIATED WITH !RTHURS  3EAT  CLOSE  TO  THE  CENTRE  OF  THE 
MODERN  CITY  AND ONE OF  THE MOST DISTINCTIVE  FEATURES OF 
THE %DINBURGH SKYLINE ILLUS 	 7HILE MAKING HIS WAY 
AROUND THE EDGE OF THE HILLTOP WHICH IS CROWNED BY A LATER 
PREHISTORIC  FORT  THE lNDER PICKED UP A  STRONG  SIGNAL ON 
HIS  METAL  DETECTOR  WHICH  HE  PROCEEDED  TO  INVESTIGATE 
4HIS  RESULTED  IN  THE  DISCOVERY  OF  THREE  BRONZE  AXES  IN 
SEVERELY  CORRODED  CONDITION  ILLUS  	  CLOSE  TO  A  LOW 
ROCK OUTCROP
3UBSEQUENT EXCAVATION SHOWED THAT THE AXES HAD BEEN 
RETRIEVED FROM A SMALL ROUGHLY RECTANGULAR HOLE ONLY JUST 
BIG ENOUGH TO HOLD THEM 4HE SPACE WAS DElNED ON ONE 
SIDE  BY  THE  FACE  OF  THE  OUTCROP  ITSELF  AND  ON  THE  OTHER 
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SIDES BY THE WEATHERED BEDROCK 4HE LIKELIEST EXPLANATION 
APPEARS TO BE THAT A FEW FRAGMENTS OF ROCK LAMINATING OR 
SPLITTING  OFF  FROM  THE  PARENT  OUTCROP  HAD  BEEN  LEVERED 
OUT FROM THE FACE TO CREATE A HOLE ONLY JUST LARGE ENOUGH 
FOR THE RECEPTION OF THE AXES THEMSELVES 4HEY MAY HAVE 
BEEN LYING AT AN ANGLE )T  IS  JUST POSSIBLE THAT THEY COULD 
HAVE BEEN WRAPPED IN MATERIAL OR IN A CONTAINER SUCH AS 
A BAG OR POUCH BUT  IT MUST BE  STRESSED  THAT  THERE  IS NO 
SUPPORTING EVIDENCE FOR SUCH A CONTAINER 4HE ACCOUNT OF 
THE lNDER  SUGGESTS  THAT  THE  AXES HAD  THEN BEEN  COVERED 
AGAIN  WITH  THE  SMALL  FRAGMENTS  OF  WEATHERED  BEDROCK 
ORIGINALLY  PRISED  UP  TO  CREATE  THE  HOLE 
IN WHICH THEY LAY )T IS THEREFORE CERTAIN 
THAT THE AXES COULD NOT HAVE BEEN HAFTED 
WHEN DEPOSITED
4HE THIRD DISCOVERY COMES FROM THE 
CENTRAL (IGHLANDS OF 3COTLAND )N  
A WOMAN FOUND A BRONZE AXE WHILE OUT 
FOR  A  WALK  AT  "UNRANNOCH  NEAR  THE 
VILLAGE OF +INLOCH 2ANNOCH 0ERTHSHIRE 
&OLLOWING  UP  THIS  REPORT  A  METAL 
DETECTOR SURVEY AND LIMITED EXCAVATIONS 
WERE  UNDERTAKEN  WHICH  RESULTED  IN 
THE  DISCOVERY  OF  A  FURTHER  THREE  AXES 
/#ONNOR  #OWIE  n	 )N 
THIS CASE THE lNDSPOT LAY ON THE mOOR OF 
THE HIGHLAND GLEN NEAR THE EDGE OF A LOW 
mUVIOGLACIAL TERRACE OVERLOOKING WHAT 
APPEAR  TO  HAVE  BEEN  ANCIENT  CHANNELS 
AND  AREAS  OF  POORLY  DRAINED  GROUND 
AT  THE  EASTERN  END  OF  ,OCH  2ANNOCH 
ILLUS  	  4HE  VALLEY  PRESERVES 
AMPLE  INDICATIONS  OF  SETTLEMENT  FROM 
PREHISTORIC  TIMES  ONWARDS  !LTHOUGH 
RELATIVELY REMOTE FROM THE MAIN CENTRES 
OF  POPULATION  TODAY  AND  BYPASSED  BY 
MODERN  TRANSPORT  ROUTES  ITS  LOCATION 
BETWEEN  ,OCH  2ANNOCH  AND  ,OCH 
4UMMEL  WOULD  ONCE  HAVE  GIVEN  IT  A 
MORE  IMPORTANT  STRATEGIC  POSITION  IN 
TERMS  OF  EASTWEST  COMMUNICATION 
THROUGH THE CENTRAL (IGHLANDS
4HE lNDSPOT OF THE lRST "UNRANNOCH 
AXE  LAY  IN  AN  IRREGULAR  HOLLOW  IN  THE 
mUVIOGLACIAL  TERRACE  -ETAL  DETECTOR 
SURVEY  OF  THE  AREA  OF  THE  HOLLOW 
REVEALED  ANOMALIES  ON  THE  NORTHERN 
EDGE  OF  THE  HOLLOW  JUST  TO  THE  NORTH 
OF WHERE  THE lRST AXE WAS  SAID  TO HAVE 
BEEN  FOUND  AND  EXCAVATION  REVEALED 
A  FURTHER  THREE  AXES  LYING  IN  THE  LOOSE 
SOIL  COMPRISING  THE  lLL  OF  THE  HOLLOW 
&URTHER  EXCAVATION  REVEALED  THAT  THE 
HOLLOW HAD ALMOST CERTAINLY BEEN FORMED AS A RESULT OF THE 
EXTRACTION OF COARSE mUVIOGLACIAL SAND IN MODERN TIMES 
)N  SUMMARY  IT  CAN  REASONABLY  BE  CONCLUDED  THAT  THE 
FOUR  AXES  ILLUS  	 WERE  ORIGINALLY  DEPOSITED  TOGETHER 
AT  THIS  LOCATION  ALTHOUGH  THE  ORIGINAL  CIRCUMSTANCES  OF 
DEPOSITION OF THE AXES ARE UNKNOWN OWING TO THE DEGREE 
OF MODERN DISTURBANCE OF THE IMMEDIATE AREA (OWEVER 
THEIR CONDITION AND LOCATION SUGGEST THAT THE GROUP OF AXES 
MAY HAVE BEEN PROTECTED IN SOME WAY EITHER AS A RESULT 
OF THEIR BURIAL IN SOME PREEXISTING MONUMENT SUCH AS A 
LOW CAIRN OR STONY BANK OR SIMPLY  IN A PIT DUG  INTO THE 
  -AP SHOWING LOCATION OF SITES MENTIONED IN THE TEXT
+EY   -IGDALE   4ARRADALE   #OLLEONARD   (ILL  OF  &INGLENNY   +NOCKGRANISH   $AIL  NA 
#ARAIDH  0ASS OF "ALLATER  "UNRANNOCH  !UCHNACREE  )NCHTUTHIL  ,ANGSTILLY  'AVEL 
-OSS  $UNSAPIE #RAG  #ARNETHY (ILL  ,AWHEAD  4HE -AIDENS 0ORT -URRAY DRAWN 
BY -ARION /.EIL	
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  A	 4HE CENTRAL PART OF THE 0ENTLAND HILLS VIEWED FROM THE EAST #ARNETHY (ILL IS THE HIGHER SUMMIT TO THE LEFT
B	 THE DECORATED AXEHEAD WAS FOUND IN THE SADDLE BETWEEN #ARNETHY AND NEIGHBOURING HILL APPROXIMATELY AT THE POINT INDICATED ON THE SKYLINE

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mUVIOGLACIAL  MOUND  5NFORTUNATELY  THE  RECENT  SAND
ANDGRAVEL QUARRYING HAS ALTERED THE SHAPE OF THE MOUND 
AND REMOVED ANY MINOR MONUMENT THAT MAY ONCE HAVE 
CAPPED IT 'RADUAL SLUMPING OF THE UNSTABLE QUARRY EDGES 
HAD THEN LED TO THE EXPOSURE OF THE lRST OF THE AXES TO BE 
FOUND
-ETAL DETECTING LAY BEHIND THE DISCOVERIES AT #ARNETHY 
(ILL  AND  $UNSAPIE  #RAG  AND  IT  WAS  CRUCIAL  IN  THE 
SUCCESSFUL RECOVERY OF ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE AT "UNRANNOCH 
)T  IS THEREFORE SALUTARY TO NOTE THAT IN THE ABSENCE OF THE 
METAL DETECTOR AS A MEANS OF PROSPECTION THE INCREMENT 
OF METALWORK lNDS WOULD PROBABLY BE LIMITED TO THE lRST 
AXE FROM "UNRANNOCH WHICH WOULD DOUBTLESS HAVE BEEN 
REPORTED AS A @SINGLE lND
2EVERTING  TO  THE  QUESTION  OF  THE  CONTEXT  OF  THESE 
AND  OTHER  %ARLY  "RONZE  !GE  AXE  lNDS  ARE  THESE  lND
CIRCUMSTANCES PROVIDING HINTS OF SPECIAL PLACES FOR SPECIAL 
AXES 'IVEN THE CONSIDERABLE INVESTMENT OF RESOURCES AND 
CRAFTSMANSHIP  INVOLVED  IN  THEIR  PRODUCTION  IT  HAS  LONG 
BEEN ACCEPTED THAT DECORATED AXES WERE NOT INTENDED FOR 
USE AS EVERYDAY TOOLS 4HERE IS MUCH TO SUGGEST THAT SUCH 
METALWORK  WAS  TAKEN  OUT  OF  CIRCULATION 
DELIBERATELY  AND  WITH  SOME  FORMALITY 
RATHER THAN SIMPLY AS THE RESULT OF CASUAL 
LOSS  OR  DISCARD  )N  EACH  CASE  DESCRIBED 
HERE  IT  HAS  BEEN  POSSIBLE  TO  ASSESS  THE 
lNDSPOT OFFERING WELCOME OPPORTUNITIES 
FOR  EVALUATING  THE  CONTEXT  OF  THEIR 
DEPOSITION 3UCH OPPORTUNITIES ARE ALL TOO 
OFTEN DENIED TO US IN THE CASE OF OLD lNDS 
WHERE LITTLE OR NO CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE 
MAY BE AVAILABLE
2ETURNING  TO  $UNSAPIE  #RAG  FOR 
EXAMPLE  THE  AXES  HAD  BEEN  PLACED  IN  A 
SMALL  HOLE  PREPARED  FOR  THEIR  RECEPTION 
NEXT  TO  A  LOW  BEDROCK  OUTCROP  7HILE 
THIS EVIDENCE FOR PREPARATION OF THE SITE IS 
UNUSUAL THE CLOSE ASSOCIATION WITH NATURAL 
ROCK SURFACES RECALLS THE SETTING OF SEVERAL 
%ARLY "RONZE !GE METALWORK DEPOSITS  IN 
3COTLAND  (EREAFTER  THE  DISCUSSION  WILL 
BE WIDENED TO INCLUDE OTHER %ARLY "RONZE 
!GE METALWORK UNDECORATED mAT AXES AS 
WELL  AS  OTHER  TYPES  SUCH  AS  DAGGERS  AND 
ORNAMENTS
)N    FOR  EXAMPLE  TWO  BRONZE 
mAT  AXES  WERE  FOUND  IN  THE  STRIKING 
RAVINE  KNOWN  AS  THE  0ASS  OF  "ALLATER 
IN  THE  UPPER  VALLEY  OF  THE  2IVER  $EE  IN 
!BERDEENSHIRE 2ALSTON  n	 4HE 
PAIR OF AXES WAS LYING ONE ON TOP OF THE 
OTHER  ABOUT  HALFWAY  UP  AND  EMBEDDED 
BLADElRST IN THE LOOSE STONE SCREE DERIVED 
FROM THE GRANITE CLIFFS OF THE RAVINE ILLUS 	 .EITHER OF 
THESE AXES WAS DECORATED BUT AT LEAST ONE APPEARS TO HAVE 
BEEN IN PRISTINE CONDITION 4HE CURRENT HEAVILY CORRODED 
CONDITION OF  THE AXES  FROM $UNSAPIE (ILL BELIES  THE  FACT 
THAT THEY MAY STILL HAVE BEEN IN VERY lNE CONDITION WHEN 
THEY WERE COMMITTED TO THE GROUND 4HE HILLTOP SITUATION 
DRAMATICALLY  OVERLOOKED  BY  THE  SUMMIT  OF  !RTHURS 
3EAT MAY  ALSO  HAVE  BEEN  SIGNIlCANT  TO  THE  PEOPLE  WHO 
DEPOSITED THE AXES AT  THIS SPOT !CCOUNTS OF EARLIER lNDS 
ARE ALSO COMPARABLE !LTHOUGH ITS CONTENTS ARE DOMINATED 
BY ORNAMENTS AND THEREFORE RATHER ATYPICAL  THE -IGDALE 
HOARD  ITSELF  ILLUS  	  WAS  FOUND  IN  A  WEATHERED  JOINT 
OF  ROCK  IN  THE  COURSE  OF  BLASTING  THE  TOP  OF  A  GRANITE 
KNOLL  !NDERSON  	  4HE  lNDSPOT  IS  DEPICTED  IN  A 
CONTEMPORARY  IF  RATHER  MURKY  SKETCH  ILLUS    SEE 
#OWIE  	
.OT  ALL  SUCH  SITES  ARE  IN  UPLAND  LOCATIONS  )N   
A  GROUP  OF  lVE  AXES  AND  AN  ARMLET  WERE  DISCOVERED  IN 
A  CREVICE  WHILE  ROCK  FACES  WERE  BEING  CLEARED  FOR  THE 
CONSTRUCTION OF  A  SHIPBUILDING  YARD  AT 0ORT -URRAY ON 
THE !YRSHIRE COAST -UNRO  SEE ALSO THIS PAPER ILLUS 
  $ECORATED AXEHEAD FOUND ON #ARNETHY (ILL -IDLOTHIAN DRAWN BY -ARION /.EIL	
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AnB  $UNSAPIE #RAG %DINBURGH THE HOARD WAS FOUND BESIDE THE BEDROCK OUTCROP IN THE FOREGROUND $UNSAPIE HAS WIDE VIEWS
IN MOST DIRECTIONS A	 BUT THE VIEW TO THE SOUTHWEST B	 IS DOMINATED BY !RTHURS 3EAT

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	 !S 2ICHARD "RADLEY 	 HAS EMPHASIZED NATURAL 
PLACES n MOUNTAIN AND HILLTOPS CAVES RIVERS LOCHS AND 
COASTLINES  n  PROVIDE  SUITABLE  ARENAS  FOR  INTERCESSION 
BETWEEN HUMANS AND GODS LIMINAL LOCATIONS BETWEEN THE 
MUNDANE AND THE SACRED WORLDS
(OWEVER IN SOME CASES THERE ARE HINTS THAT METALWORK 
DEPOSITS  MAY  BE  MARKING  LESS  ETHEREAL  BOUNDARIES 
!LTHOUGH  IT  IS  NOT  KNOWN  EXACTLY  HOW  AND  WHERE  THE 
AXEHEAD WAS BURIED THE LOCATION OF THE #ARNETHY (ILL lND 
ALSO OFFERS  SCOPE  FOR  SPECULATION  REGARDING OTHER  FACTORS 
THAT MAY  HAVE  BEEN MEANINGFUL  TO  THE  COMMUNITIES  OF 
THE TIME (ERE THE APPARENTLY VERY lNE CONDITION OF THE 
AXE  WHEN  DEPOSITED  AND  ITS  TOPOGRAPHICAL  SETTING  AGAIN 
COMBINE TO MAKE INTERPRETATION IN TERMS OF CASUAL DISCARD 
OR  BURIAL  FOR  SAFEKEEPING  EXTREMELY  UNLIKELY  )NSTEAD  IT 
IS  TEMPTING  TO  SUGGEST  THAT  THIS  AXE MAY HAVE MARKED  A 
SYMBOLIC BOUNDARY OF SOME KIND n FOR EXAMPLE BETWEEN 
NEIGHBOURING COMMUNITIES  )F SO  THE SIGNIlCANCE OF  THE 
LOCALE MAY BE EMPHASIZED BY AN OLD lND FROM ,AWHEAD 
&ARM WHICH LIES IMMEDIATELY AT THE FOOT OF #ARNETHY (ILL 
IN -IDLOTHIAN (ERE ON THE LOWER SLOPES OF THE SAME HILL 
IS  THE  GENERAL  LOCATION  OF  ANOTHER  @SPECIAL  AXE  DEPOSIT 
ILLUS  	 $URING THE TH CENTURY THE DIGGING 
OF A DRAIN PRODUCED A lNE EXAMPLE OF A MASSIVE mAT AXE 
WEIGHING  OVER  G  3CHMIDT    "URGESS      NO 
 #LARKE  ET  AL    	  )NTRIGUINGLY  SPRINGS  RISING 
BELOW THE lNDSPOT OF THE #ARNETHY (ILL AXE MARK THE HEAD 
OF THE ,AWHEAD "URN WHICH FORMS PART OF THE LINE OF THE 
PRESENT DAY PARISH BOUNDARY )S IT JUST POSSIBLE THAT THESE 
lNDS OF @SPECIAL AXES COULD HINT AT THE PRESENCE OF AN EVEN 
OLDER TERRITORIAL BOUNDARY
/THER  EXAMPLES  OF  INTRIGUING  JUXTAPOSITIONS  OF 
METALWORK  lNDS  AND  SIGNIlCANT  TOPOGRAPHICAL  FEATURES 
ARE BEGINNING TO EMERGE "RENDAN /#ONNOR HAS RECENTLY 
DRAWN ATTENTION TO THE DISCOVERY OF A lNE EXAMPLE OF AN 
%ARLY  "RONZE  !GE  TANGED  SPEARHEAD  AT  ,ANGSTILLY  &ARM 
NEAR  ,OCHWINNOCH  2ENFREWSHIRE  4HE  SPEARHEAD  WAS 
FOUND  IN  THE  S  AND  DONATED  TO  0AISLEY  -USEUM 
$ISCOVERY  %XCAVATION IN 3COTLAND  n	 WHERE 
ITS  DATE  AND  SIGNIlCANCE  HAD  REMAINED  UNRECOGNIZED 
4HE  DETAILS  OF  THE  SPEARHEAD  NEED  NOT  DETAIN  US  HERE 
THE  IMMEDIATE  POINT  TO  BE MADE  IS  THAT  ,ANGSTILLY  LIES 
CLOSE TO 'AVEL -OSS THE lNDSPOT OF ANOTHER EXCEPTIONAL 
  $ECORATED AXEHEADS FOUND
AT $UNSAPIE #RAG %DINBURGH
DRAWN BY -ARION /.EIL	

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  A	 4HE lNDSPOT OF THE "UNRANNOCH HOARD LAY ON 
THE mOOR OF THE GLEN NEAR THE EDGE OF A LOW mUVIOGLACIAL 
TERRACE OVERLOOKING ANCIENT CHANNELS AND AREAS OF POORLY 
DRAINED GROUND AT THE EASTERN END OF ,OCH 2ANNOCH
B	 VIEW NORTHWARDS FROM THE SITE
GROUP  OF  METALWORK  IN  THE  LATE  TH  CENTURY  0IGGOTT 
  3TEWART    '"    #LARKE  ET  AL    	  "OTH 
OF  THESE  lNDS  AND  AN  AXE  FROM  THE  NEARBY  ,ADYLAND 
ESTATE  LIE CLOSE TO A MAJOR WATERCOURSE  IN THIS CASE THE 
-AICH  7ATER  THAT  WAS  IN  HISTORICAL  TIMES  TO  BECOME 
A  SIGNIlCANT  ADMINISTRATIVE  BOUNDARY  MARKING  BOTH 
PARISH AND COUNTY DIVISIONS
7HILE  IT  WOULD  BE  UNWISE  TO  IMPLY  THAT  THERE  IS  A 
DIRECT  THREAD  LINKING  THE  "RONZE  !GE  TO  HISTORIC  LAND 
DIVISIONS  PATTERNS  ARE  NEVERTHELESS  EMERGING  WHICH 
DEMAND  CONSIDERATION  EVEN  IF  THE  EXPLANATIONS  REMAIN 
ELUSIVE 0ERHAPS METALWORK DEPOSITS PLAYED A PART IN THE 
DElNITION  OR  PERIODIC  REDElNITION  OF  TERRITORIES  BOTH 
SACRED AND PROFANE !NOTHER POSSIBILITY IS THAT CERTAIN AXE 
lNDS  DEMARCATED WHAT MAY  HAVE  BEEN  SEEN  AT  THE  TIME 
AS  THE  LIMIT  OF  THE  @SETTLED  OR  DOMESTIC  LANDSCAPE  n  AS 
OPPOSED  TO  THE  @WILD  UPLANDS /THER  HOARDS  COULD  ALSO 
BE VIEWED IN THIS WAY AS WELL AS BEING A NATURAL GATEWAY 
TO THE !BERDEENSHIRE HIGHLANDS THE "ALLATER AREA MAY WELL 
HAVE BEEN THE WESTERN LIMIT OF SETTLEMENT IN $EESIDE IN THE 
EARLIER SECOND MILLENNIUM "# )AN 3HEPHERD HAS SUGGESTED 
THAT THE 0ASS OF "ALLATER HOARD MAY THUS HAVE BEEN A FORM 
OF RITUAL DEMARCATION OF THIS BOUNDARY CF 3HEPHERD  
	
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.OT ALL THESE DEPOSITS ARE IN MONTANE OR UPLAND SETTINGS 
4HE "UNRANNOCH AXES WERE DISCOVERED IN A QUITE DIFFERENT 
TOPOGRAPHICAL CONTEXT THE BROAD mOOR OF A HIGHLAND GLEN 
9ET  HERE  TOO  THE  LOCATION  MAY  HAVE  BEEN  A  SIGNIlCANT 
FACTOR  IN  THEIR DEPOSITION  )T WAS NOTED HOW  THE  SITE  LAY 
CLOSE TO THE EDGE OF A mUVIOGLACIAL TERRACE OVERLOOKING AN 
AREA OF WHAT MAY HAVE BEEN ANCIENT CHANNELS AND AREAS OF 
POORLY DRAINED GROUND AND THUS ONCE AGAIN POTENTIALLY AT 
AN INTERFACE BETWEEN AGRICULTURAL LAND AND THE NATURAL OR 
SEMINATURAL  LANDSCAPE (ERE  TOO  IT  IS POSSIBLE  THAT  THE 
PRESENCE OF A MOUND MAY HAVE BEEN A  FACTOR (OWEVER 
OWING TO THE DEGREE OF PAST OR MODERN DISTURBANCE  IT  IS 
UNCLEAR WHETHER THE CLUSTER OF AXES HAD BEEN DEPOSITED IN 
AN ENTIRELY NATURAL MOUND OR ON THE FRINGES OF AN ARTIlCIAL 
FEATURE WHOSE ORIGINAL FORM IS NOW LOST TO US
!S 3TUART .EEDHAM  IN PARTICULAR HAS NOTED  	  A 
SIGNIlCANT NUMBER OF METAL DEPOSITS FROM "RITAIN APPEAR 
TO  BE  ASSOCIATED  WITH  MOUNDS  )N  A  3COTTISH  CONTEXT 
PARTICULAR MENTION MAY BE MADE OF THE LARGE ASSEMBLAGE 
OF  mAT  AXEHEADS  AND  DAGGER  BLADES  FOUND  AT  $AIL  NA 
#ARAIDH  )NVERLOCHY NEAR &ORT 7ILLIAM  )NVERNESSSHIRE 
AT  THE SOUTHERN  @GATEWAY  TO  THE 'REAT 'LEN THROUGH THE 
(IGHLANDS  WITHIN .EEDHAMS METAL  mOW  CONTROL  ZONE 
SEE THIS VOLUME	 7ITH "EN .EVIS AND ITS ATTENDANT PEAKS 
PROVIDING  A  DRAMATIC  BACKDROP  AT  THIS  SITE  AT  LEAST  TWO 
SUBSTANTIAL  GROUPS  OF  METALWORK  WERE  DEPOSITED  AT  ONE 
  (OARD OF DECORATED AXEHEADS 
FOUND AT "UNRANNOCH 0ERTHSHIRE
DRAWN BY -ARION /.EIL	
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END  OF  A  PROMINENT  ELONGATED  mUVIOGLACIAL  MOUND 
OVERLOOKING  THE  CONmUENCE  OF  THE  2IVERS  ,OCHY  AND 
,UNDY  "ARRETT   'OURLAY  	  4HERE  THE  EXCAVATORS 
FOUND THAT THERE HAD BEEN VERY LITTLE MODIlCATION OF THE 
PLACE  NOTING  THE  POSSIBILITY  THAT  METALWORK  MAY  HAVE 
BEEN  DEPOSITED  IN  QUITE  EPHEMERAL  FEATURES  PERHAPS 
TUCKED UNDER BOULDERS OR STONE OR PERHAPS SIMPLY LEFT ON 
THE GROUND SURFACE
#LEARLY  ADDITIONAL  DIFlCULTIES  TO  OUR  UNDERSTANDING 
OF  THE  POSSIBLE  SIGNIlCANCE  OF  THE METALWORK  ARE  POSED 
WHEN DEPOSITION MAY HAVE INVOLVED A SENSE OF @PLACE THAT 
MAY NO LONGER BE APPARENT 1UITE APART FROM OBLITERATED 
MONUMENTS MANY FORMS OF NATURAL FEATURE RANGING FROM 
NATURAL  BOULDERS  TO  TREES MAY  HAVE  BEEN  INVESTED  WITH 
SPECIAL SIGNIlCANCE AND DOUBTLESS NAMED IN THE PAST CF 
@3EAHENGE 0RYOR 	 ! lND FROM +NOCKGRANISH NEAR 
!VIEMORE  IS  A  CASE  IN  POINT  $ISCOVERY  %XCAVATION  IN 
3COTLAND    	  4HERE  A  PAIR  OF  AXES  WAS  FOUND  BY 
A METAL  DETECTORIST  BESIDE  A  LARGE  GLACIAL  ERRATIC  BOULDER 
ILLUS  	  n  A  SALUTARY  REMINDER  OF  FACT  THAT  BOULDERS 
LIKE THESE LITTERED PARTS OF THE LANDSCAPE BEFORE AGRICULTURAL 
IMPROVEMENTS "EARING IN MIND THE VULNERABILITY OF SUCH 
FEATURES  IN  AREAS  OF  AGRICULTURAL  IMPROVEMENT  MANY 
SOCALLED  STRAY  lNDS  OF METALWORK MAY  ONCE  HAVE  BEEN 
ASSOCIATED WITH FEATURES WHICH SIMPLY NO LONGER SURVIVE
7HILE NATURAL FEATURES MAY HAVE PLAYED A FAR GREATER ROLE 
THAN  FORMERLY  RECOGNIZED  IT  HAS  LONG BEEN  REALIZED  THAT 
THE @BUILT OR @CULTURAL ENVIRONMENT MAY ALSO HAVE BEEN A 
SIGNIlCANT FACTOR GOVERNING THE PLACEMENT OF METALWORK 
DEPOSITS  )N  SOME  CASES  FOR  EXAMPLE  THE  PROXIMITY  OF 
EARLIER  OR  BROADLY  CONTEMPORARY MONUMENTS MAY  HAVE 
BEEN IMPORTANT STRIKINGLY DEMONSTRATED BY A RECENT AND 
AS YET UNPUBLISHED lND FROM %ASTER 2OSS )N THIS CASE A 
METAL DETECTORIST MAKING HIS WAY THROUGH WOODLAND NEAR 
4ARRADALE (OUSE  TO  THE  EAST  OF  THE -UIR  OF /RD  CAME 
ACROSS FRAGMENTS OF COPPER ALLOY AMONG THE UPCAST FROM 
A  RABBIT  BURROW  3UBSEQUENT  INSPECTION  OF  THE  lNDSPOT 
SHOWED  THAT  THE  lNDER  HAD  UNWITTINGLY  BEEN  DETECTING 
ON THE FRINGES OF A SPECTACULAR CHAMBERED CAIRN #LACHAN 
-ORE  NA  4ARADIN  4HIS  IMPRESSIVE MONUMENT  WAS  lRST 
DISCOVERED  IN  THE  EARLY  TH  CENTURY  BUT  AMAZINGLY  IN 
VIEW OF ITS STATE OF PRESERVATION IT HAD DISAPPEARED FROM 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL  RECORDS UNTIL  IT WAS  REDISCOVERED BY  LOCAL 
AMATEUR  ARCHAEOLOGIST  $R  !  2OBB  FORTUNATELY  JUST  IN 
  4HE 0ASS OF "ALLATER IN $EESIDE !BERDEENSHIRE AS DEPICTED BY !NDREW 'IBB AND * -ARLEY (AY IN 4HE 3CENERY OF THE $EE PUBLISHED IN 
)N  TWO mAT AXEHEADS IN PRISTINE CONDITION WERE DISCOVERED IN THE ROCKY SCREE ON THE SIDE OF THE RAVINE
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  4HE -IGDALE HOARD AFTER 0IGGOTT  3TEWART 	 .OTE THAT AXE NO  IS NO LONGER THOUGHT TO HAVE BEEN FOUND WITH THE HOARD
BUT ELSEWHERE ON THE 3KIBO ESTATE

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  ! VIEW OF THE lNDSPOT OF THE -IGDALE HOARD AT THE TIME OF ITS DISCOVERY ARTIST UNKNOWN
4HE KNOLL FROM WHICH THE HOARD WAS RECOVERED CAN BE MADE OUT IN THE LEFT FOREGROUND
TIME  TO  BE  RECORDED  BY  !UDREY  (ENSHALL  AND  'RAHAM 
2ITCHIE AS THEY WORKED ON THEIR VOLUME ON THE CHAMBERED 
CAIRNS OF THE #ENTRAL (IGHLANDS  n	 !LTHOUGH 
SUPERlCIALLY  UNPREPOSSESSING  THE  FRAGMENTS  REPRESENT 
PARTS  OF  AT  LEAST  TWO  BRONZE  mAT  DAGGERS  COMPARABLE  IN 
FORM WITH THE BLADES IN THE !UCHNACREE HOARD 0IGGOTT  
3TEWART  '"  #LARKE ET AL  	
)N ANOTHER CASE A  LONGKNOWN BUT NEGLECTED AXE lND 
HAS  ONLY  RECENTLY  BEEN  GIVEN  THE  DETAILED  ATTENTION  IT 
DESERVES  4HE  AXE  COMES  FROM  )NCHTUTHIL  BY  THE  2IVER 
4AY AND WAS FOUND DURING TOPSOIL CLEARANCE IN THE COURSE 
OF 2ICHMONDS  EXCAVATIONS  AT  THE 2OMAN  FORTRESS  0ITTS 
  3T  *OSEPH      	  $R  "RENDAN  /#ONNOR 
FORTHCOMING	  HAS  SHOWN  THAT  THE  AXEHEAD  MUST  HAVE 
  ! VIEW OF THE ,AWHEAD "URN WITH #ARNETHY (ILL
IN THE BACKGROUND SEE ILLUS 	
  4HE EXCEPTIONALLY LARGE BRONZE mAT AXE FROM
,AWHEAD -IDLOTHIAN 4HE AXEHEAD IS MM IN LENGTH
Ú .ATIONAL -USEUMS OF 3COTLAND 	
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BEEN  RECOVERED  ONLY  A  SHORT  DISTANCE  FROM  THE  SITE  OF 
THE  .EOLITHIC  RECTANGULAR  ENCLOSURE  SUBSEQUENTLY  RE
EXCAVATED  AND  PUBLISHED  BY  "ARCLAY   -AXWELL  	 
/BVIOUSLY READING MEANING INTO ASSOCIATION BY VIRTUE OF 
PROXIMITY  REQUIRES CAUTION BUT  IF  IT  IS ACCEPTED  THAT  THE 
lND CIRCUMSTANCES MAY HAVE BEEN SIGNIlCANT THIS RAISES 
AN INTERESTING POINT "Y THE TIME THIS BRONZE AXE CAME TO 
BE DEPOSITED THE ENCLOSURE MAY HAVE BEEN ALL BUT INVISIBLE 
AS  A  SURFACE  FEATURE 5NLIKE  THE GREAT  CAIRN AT 4ARRADALE 
DEPOSITION HERE MAY HAVE HAD SOME CONNECTION WITH THE 
MEMORY OF THE ASSOCIATIONS OF THE PLACE )N FOLLOWING UP 
THE )NCHTUTHIL lND "RENDAN /#ONNOR HAS ALSO GONE ON 
TO NOTE A STRIKING DISTRIBUTION OF -IGDALETYPE AXES ALONG 
THE EAST BANK OF THE MIDDLE 4AY WITH A BLANK AREA TO THE 
WEST THAT CANNOT READILY BE EXPLAINED BY MODERN PATTERNS 
OF  LANDUSE  AND lNDS  RECOVERY !S  3TUART .EEDHAM HAS 
SHOWN  SO  VIVIDLY  ELSEWHERE  IN  THIS  VOLUME  THERE  ARE 
PATTERNS  OF  EVIDENCE  TO  BE  TEASED  OUT  FROM  OUTWARDLY 
INTRACTABLE MATERIAL
.OR  ARE  THESE  ISOLATED  INSTANCES  OF  DISCOVERIES  IN 
POTENTIALLY  SIGNIlCANT  PROXIMITY  TO  CEREMONIAL  MONU
MENTS )N  A WELLKNOWN %ARLY "RONZE !GE AXE HOARD 
WAS  FOUND  ON  THE  SLOPES  OF  THE (ILL  OF  &INGLENNY  NEAR 
2HYNIE  IN  !BERDEENSHIRE  COMPRISING  EIGHT  mAT  AXES 
SOME OF THEM APPARENTLY DELIBERATELY BROKEN AND BURIED 
UNDERNEATH A STONE 3TEVENSON 	  )N  THE CASE OF  THE 
&INGLENNY HOARD IT IS SURELY SIGNIlCANT THAT THE lNDSPOT 
DIRECTLY  OVERLOOKS  7ORMY  (ILLOCK  ONE  OF  THE  .ORTH 
%AST OF 3COTLANDS  FOUR  LATE .EOLITHIC HENGE MONUMENTS 
3HEPHERD    	  !ND  AGAIN  AT  -IGDALE  ITSELF 
ANOTHER OF THE SMALL HENGES CHARACTERISTIC OF THE NORTH OF 
3COTLAND LIES IN THE VICINITY OF THE lNDSPOT AND MAY HAVE 
HAD A BEARING ON THE LOCATION OF THAT CRUCIALLY IMPORTANT 
HOARD #OWIE  (ARDING  ,EE   NO 	
"EFORE  LEAVING  (ILL  OF  &INGLENNY  IT  IS  WORTH  NOTING 
IN  PASSING  THAT  SOME  OF  THE  AXES  HAD  BEEN  TINNED  A 
REMINDER OF AN ALTERNATIVE FORM OF EMBELLISHMENT APPLIED 
TO  A  NUMBER  OF  %ARLY  "RONZE  !GE  AXES  .EEDHAM   
+INNES    n  .ORTHOVER  	  2ICHARD  "RADLEY 
HAS  RECENTLY  DRAWN  ATTENTION  TO  THE  IMPORTANCE  OF  LIGHT 
AND  COLOUR  IN  THE  CONSTRUCTION  AND  USE  OF  CEREMONIAL 
MONUMENTS IN THE .ORTH%AST OF 3COTLAND 4HERE IS SOME 
EVIDENCE TO SUGGEST THAT DELIBERATE TINNING OF THE SURFACES 
OF AXES WAS A .ORTH%AST INNOVATION -IGHT THIS HAVE BEEN 
  +NOCKGRANISH !VIEMORE 4WO UNDECORATED mAT AXEHEADS OF -IGDALE TYPE WERE FOUND BESIDE THE LARGE BOULDER IN THE FOREGROUND

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A CONSCIOUS ATTEMPT TO CAPTURE  THE SILVERY EFFECT OF  LUNAR 
LIGHT AS OPPOSED TO THE USUAL GOLDEN SURFACE OF BRONZE
4WO lNAL EXAMPLES BRING  THIS BRIEF  SURVEY  TO A CLOSE 
/NE  ON  THE  NORTHEAST  COAST  LOOKING  OUT  ON  THE  .ORTH 
3EA THAT WAS SUCH A CRUCIAL LINK TO CONTINENTAL %UROPE THE 
OTHER ON THE !YRSHIRE COAST LOOKING OUT TOWARDS THE &IRTH 
OF #LYDE AND THE .ORTH #HANNEL BEYOND ONE OF THE KEY 
LINKS TO )RELAND
! WELLKNOWN HOARD  OF  DECORATED  AXES WAS  FOUND  IN 
A  POTTERY  VESSEL  AT #OLLEONARD  &ARM "ANFFSHIRE  IN   
0IGGOTT  3TEWART  '"  #LARKE ET AL  n 
ILLUS 	 (ERE  TOO  THERE  IS  SOME EVIDENCE  TO  SUGGEST 
  4HE HOARD OF AXES FROM #OLLEONARD "ANFFSHIRE TOGETHER WITH THE POTTERY VESSEL IN WHICH THEY WERE FOUND
Ú .ATIONAL -USEUMS OF 3COTLAND 	
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THAT  THIS  HOARD  MAY  HAVE  BEEN  DEPOSITED  CLOSE  TO  THE 
COASTLINE  ONLY  A  SHORT  DISTANCE  AWAY  FROM  A  STONE 
CIRCLE  THAT  IS  NOW DESTROYED #OLLEONARD  IS  ALSO  A  USEFUL 
REMINDER  THAT  NOT  ALL  THE  CEREMONIAL  AXES  THAT  WERE 
PRODUCED AND CIRCULATED AMONG THE INSULAR %ARLY "RONZE 
!GE  COMMUNITIES WERE DESTINED  TO  END UP  IN "RITISH OR 
)RISH SOIL FOR DECORATED AXES HAVE LONG BEEN RECOGNIZED AS 
AN IMPORTANT COMPONENT OF THE EVIDENCE FOR CONNECTIONS 
BETWEEN  "RITAIN  )RELAND  AND  THE  #ONTINENT  -EGAW   
(ARDY    "UTLER    /#ONNOR    #OWIE  	 
)NDEED AXES PROVIDE SOME OF THE MOST TELLING EVIDENCE THAT 
THE GREY .ORTH 3EA WAS NOT A BARRIER  TO COMMUNICATION 
BUT A MEDIUM FOR CONTACT DURING THE %ARLY "RONZE !GE
/VER  ON  THE  OPPOSITE  SOUTHWESTERN  COASTLINE  OF 
3COTLAND IN !YRSHIRE IT MAY BE NOTED THAT THE 0ORT -URRAY 
HOARD  REFERRED  TO  EARLIER  WAS  FOUND  ONLY  M  FROM  A 
PROMINENT  STANDING  STONE WHICH OVERLOOKS  THE lNDSPOT 
AT  THE  SOUTHERN  END OF -AIDENHEAD "AY 4HERE  PERHAPS 
SITTING  ON  THE  BENCH  THOUGHTFULLY  PROVIDED  BY  THE  LOCAL 
EVENTIDE HOME ILLUS 	 IT IS POSSIBLE TO PONDER ON THE 
POSSIBLE  SIGNIlCANCE  OF  LANDSCAPE  CONTEXT  OF  DEPOSITION 
AND SYMBOLISM OF OUR %ARLY "RONZE !GE METALWORK
#EREMONIAL  OCCASIONS  SUCH  AS  MARRIAGES  FUNERALS 
FEASTS  AND  FESTIVALS  n  AND  PERHAPS  EVEN  CELEBRATIONS 
OF  THE  ACHIEVEMENTS  OF  "IG  -EN  LIKE  3TUART  0IGGOTT 
n WILL HAVE PRESENTED OPPORTUNITIES PERHAPS THE PRIMARY 
OPPORTUNITIES  FOR  THE  SKILLS  OF  THE METALWORKER  TO  HAVE 
BEEN EXTOLLED AND lNE DETAILS OF TECHNIQUE AND ORNAMENT 
ADMIRED  YET  THESE  ARE  BOUND  TO  REMAIN  INVISIBLE  TO  US 
3IMILARLY  MUCH  OR  MOST  OF  THE  METALWORK  THAT  WAS  IN 
USE WILL  HAVE  BEEN  RECYCLED  AND  BECOME  INVISIBLE  TO  US 
&UNERARY  CONTEXTS  AND  HOARDS  REPRESENT  THE  PRIMARY 
POOL OF MATERIAL THAT IS AVAILABLE FOR STUDY AND OF COURSE 
IT  IS  A  DATASET  FULL  OF  INHERENT  BIASES  AND  mAWS  "UT  THE 
WEIGHT  OF  EVIDENCE  COMBINES  TO  INDICATE  THAT  AXES 
PARTICULARLY EMBELLISHED AXES WERE DEPOSITED DELIBERATELY 
AND  CAREFULLY  AS  OFFERINGS  PERHAPS  IN  WELLKNOWN  OR 
PROMINENT  LOCATIONS  THOUGH  IN  CIRCUMSTANCES  WHERE  IT 
IS  UNLIKELY  THAT  THEY  WERE  INTENDED  FOR  STRAIGHTFORWARD 
RETRIEVAL *UST AS OUR APPRECIATION OF ROCK ART IN RELATION TO 
  4HE lNDSPOT OF THE HOARD FROM 0ORT -URRAY !YRSHIRE INDICATED BY ARROW	 WITH THE &IRTH OF #LYDE BEYOND VIEWED FROM THE NEARBY
STANDING STONE ON "AINS (ILL 4HE %ARLY "RONZE !GE HOARD WAS FOUND IN THE LATE TH CENTURY DURING CLEARANCE OF ROCK FACES
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